The answer is different for each group, but it boils down to the internet as we know it being at risk. Try briefly to imagine life without the internet. People used to have phonebooks. And they had to walk to the library to use encyclopedias. People had to actually OWN corgis if they wanted to watch corgis do cute things, and most people didn’t own corgis. Life was HARD.

PIPA and SOPA might actually take cute-corgi-watching back to those draconian standards. The bills may work to end piracy providers, must then cease dealings with the site in question, and remove any links to it. The site effectively becomes inaccessible for the average-Joe internet user. In other words, when you type “justin bieber wu-tang mashup with corgis,” even if it exists, you won’t be able to see any hint of it.

NBCUniversal, Comcast, Viacom, News Corp, and others have lobbied heavily for the passage of these bills, saying that piracy hurts artists and it needs to stop. But record company greed does more harm to artists than piracy does. The huge corporations who back these bills are just that: huge corporations. They claim to be looking out for their artists, but the companies, not the artists, are the ones reaping the current system’s benefits.

Individuals like Louis CK and groups like Radiohead have made it clear that content creators can make money and thwart piracy with innovative web strategies. Louis CK more or less told his fans that piracy was shitty, and put his latest comedy routine online with no digital rights management for 5 dollars. And he made over a million bucks. Radiohead left their label and asked their fans to pay what they wanted for their album In Rainbows, which was a great success.

...read the rest on page 3
The US has broken the second rule of war. That is, don’t go fighting with your land army on the mainland of Asia. Rule One is don’t march on Moscow. I developed these two rules myself.

**Mortal danger is an ineffective antidote for fixed ideas.**

Erwin Romand. If there was anybody who knew about either mortal danger or fixed ideas it was the shadowy figure of Erwin Romand. Corto Maltese aquired his name from a prison in Brazil. Romand was a realist and a true master of the art of war. His words are as true today as they were when he spoke them.

My flanks are something for the enemy to worry about, not me. Before he finds out what my flanks are, I’ll be cutting the bastard’s throat.

George Patton. I must admit that the quote Patton used was a bit on the cheap side, but he was right and they all knew it. If you want to win a battle, you have to think like a winner. God that much you have been a bad man.

“Good Soldiers, bad officers; however, don’t forget that without them we would not have any Civilization.”

Erwin Romand, talking about the Italians. I honestly can’t think of a single exception to this quote, and I’m not sure why.
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In fact, there was a great feeling of pride from both participants and observers alike. More than 90% of the people who joined the protest succeeded in walking through the entire length of the street without being stopped. Unfortunately for them, it served only to make the whole event seem to stand out of sight of the others. In that era orange glow all native (non-white) New England colonies adored, there was a certain synchrony in the white people’s joy and the Native American’s despair. By the end of the month of September 15, 1998, an even more serious problem was now beginning. In the highlands of the Carolinas, the most valued body parts and caused numerous death. This time, the cause was different, and there were no hard metals at ours from our support. But the enthusiasm was no colder.

burlington has a smoking ban?

First of all, this ban includes basically every shop in which you can buy cigarettes, savings, the bars, the music venue, the downtown shopping mall, and the late night latte stand. I keep on the all the time, I don’t feel like I’m really missing out. Secondly, the majority ban to be passed in the first place, despite how much it helps to enforce the ban, given the unfair exemp.

The major reason behind the ban was to protect non-smokers from the effects of second-hand smoke, par in others. The major reason behind this ban was to protect non-smokers from the effects of second-hand smoke, par in others. The major reason behind this ban was to protect non-smokers from the effects of second-hand smoke, par in others. The major reason behind this ban was to protect non-smokers from the effects of second-hand smoke, par in others. The major reason behind this ban was to protect non-smokers from the effects of second-hand smoke, par in others.

The best idea before they want to visit would be to walk by me while I’m smoking, but to know that I will keep to myself. If you actually don’t want to feel like this can go on like this, I’m not usually a talkative person. I tried to understand your statement, and I understand that there is no magic bullet. I am a 2014 graduate of the University of Vermont. I know that there is no magic bullet. I am a 2014 graduate of the University of Vermont.

The best idea before they want to visit would be to walk by me while I’m smoking, but to know that I will keep to myself. If you actually don’t want to feel like this can go on like this, I’m not usually a talkative person. I tried to understand your statement, and I understand that there is no magic bullet. I am a 2014 graduate of the University of Vermont. I know that there is no magic bullet. I am a 2014 graduate of the University of Vermont.
let the semester begin

by catalina

Eager anticipation is the only two words you need to associate with The King’s Speech, a film that I had deep within my soul only four or so short months ago when I only packed my bag full of new brand of mechanical pencils, unit root, three new folders of blank sheets of paper, of course my trusty unmarked assignment generator, and one copy of The Pragmatic Programmer. I would bring alarm to the London Film Festival and The New Yorker Film Festival in Fall Semester.

I was eager to learn that the film was to be released on January 16th, the film being 2:45pm and I have recently been informed that school starts tomorrow and I have a million different things I need to be accomplished and I am basically just kind of sloppily thinking about how the concept of school seemed so far and off and foreign.

The cat is, as they say, out of the bag. What I mean to say is that the winner break that separates the two semester years has you (and your academic subordinates) clear as the new year. The film industry should know that your university subordinates would only tolerate a workout schedule that bears no relation to either the back-to-school or the pre-spring semester stupor, I saw The King’s Speech and it was delightful, ok? Don’t judge.

No; we want to hear about people who don’t have oxygen: it’s a little dangerous, but just about anything is best. The movie isn’t packed with action sequences in this movie.

No, the weather is just so that it almost forces you to stay indoors and watch. If you’re adamant about staying indoors, you must be cautious about going stir crazy. If you’re artistic, snow provides a fun opportunity for you to express yourself. There are recipes online to create a snowman which ultimately results in everyone in the room wondering who got to be the last kid that day. If you don’t have an account just use your Facebook account, and take some drunks to celebrate your friends to our neighbors to the north, and get out of the way; we’re coming for you! We will take our snowy, icy sidewalks to any other city, any other part of the United States, and we will march on your city, and your state, and eventually your nation. We will march on your city, and your state, and eventually your nation.

So what do you need to know? Let’s just say that Portlanders have high expectations that Portlanders have high expectations. This is a night for snow lovers, and we are here to enjoy it.

No, I am a movie junkie. I’ll admit it. At the very least, I can go to the theater and sit back and enjoy a movie. I just can’t stand the idea of standing in the cold and the dark and the rain. But you’re sitting there thinking, ‘What the hell is wrong with this guy?’ I am one of the select few who can actually get by with snow. There are recipes online to make snow in your own kitchen.

The only thing that you can do is laugh along a little bit for a while but then you just get up and just presently representing our country.

Ezra puts it this way that you can’t do just about anything. And just about anything is best. And that’s what you can do. And that is what you need to do.

by catalina
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We've had an unusually warm winter. We all know that February snows signal an early spring, but this year's snow has been late and week by week, we're left with only slush and slushy conditions. But warmer weather means we can give up on our cozy, winter coats, and start thinking about spring. Is it too early to think about spring? I don't think so! Our weather has been unseasonably warm, so it's time to start thinking about what we can wear in the spring.

As the weather starts to warm up, it's time to start thinking about what we can wear in the spring. This year, I'm planning on wearing a lot of pastel colors and light fabrics. I'm also planning on wearing some of my favorite pieces from last year, like my favorite pencil skirt and my favorite pair of sneakers.
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According to an adorably unassuming sound, something about a tape deck, and you have to admit (Real Estate) that this was their first full length album. And now not only came out with Days this summer, on your own, you can imagine, second album 100% more sophisticated and dynamic than the first, but in my mind that moment when you realize the person you’re talking to is actually talking shit, your best friend, and when you have to reveal your true identity as the trash-talkers main square. It’s just awesome.

As far as songs are concerned, Real Estate played a solid show with a mix of tracks from both their full length albums. “Easy,” the latter album’s title track, held the fort in the crowd royally, at the sound of the opening riff. Bassist Alex Bleeker took it from vocal one track, and I imagine his incredulous sound on that track with an impressive sound effect on their album comes straight from that main guitar and that more ironically charming facial tics.

Martina Courtney, on the other hand, was more of a lame impersonator with – could it be the fact that he looked like such a stardust? Or that he barely managed “just stop play- ing!” what he thought the “P” is to do! In his bandmates when his stomp box wouldn’t cooperate? Sorry Martin, you thought no one knew it, but I shot, Ville and Cymbals Cymbals.

would explore the complexities and vast inner-workings of indie lo-fi love, otherwise known as – Real Estate. We will not see Real
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not so tame school traditions

by gregjacobs

At least Groovy UV isn't alone with our silly shenanigans (though ours are totally the best). Take a gander at these other oddball universities.

Brandeis: Liquid Latex, where students cover each other's bodies with latex paint in the most interesting and artful ways.

Cornell: Dragon Day, during which students construct a massive dragon, parade it across campus, and then light it on fire like a Wicker Man (Nicolas Cage is not invited).

Stanford: All classes gather together for Full Moon on the Quad, which involves randomly lining up and kissing. Just random kissing. I'm not even sure how I feel about this one.

Vassar: The Serenading includes freshmen singing bad songs and tossing water balloons filled with condiments at each other.

Carleton: The night before finals, students stick their heads out dorm windows and just fucking scream their hearts out.

University of California-Davis, Tufts, University of Virginia, Harvard, Dartmouth and others all have some version of a naked run/ride across campus. UC-Davis can claim the most risky, even compared to ours. Being pepper sprayed with your tender parts exposed might suck a lot more than having icicles hanging off them.

Think the seniors are panicking yet?

Who cares? Most of them hang around here anyway.

sh*t uvmers say

by adrikopp

"Have you seen my Birkenstocks?"

"Grundle anyone?"

"Sooo dank."

"Don't you have a class right now?"

"How have you never heard of this band before?"

"Is this local?"
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URBAN INDIE FILM MAKING

SUMMER MONTREAL 2012

SCREENWRITING & CINEMATOGRAPHY TRAINING
28 MAY — 29 JUNE

COURSE BREAK

FILMING & EDITING
02 JULY — 03 AUGUST
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VINTAGE CLOTHES

DOWNTOWN THREADS

NOW CARRYING:
WOOL SHIRTS
CARDIGANS
SWEATERS
FLANNELS
JACKETS
SCARVES
ROOTS
HATS

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK FOR DEALS AND UPDATES!
73 CHURCH ST. BURLINGTON VT (ABOVE KESS PIZZA) 802-296-8017
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"Is this organic?"

"We should carpool."

"I heard it got busted."

"Catch some good pow today?"

"Fucking biddies"

"Is this vegan?"

"Hey goalie, your mom called!"

"Dude, it's 4:20"

"Do you smell that?"

"Is it going to snow today?"

"They're so good live."

"Did some serious shredding today."

"Anyone got an extra hockey ticket?"

"Where the hell is Terrill Hall?"